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Sample Period Simulations
and Mechanical Ex Post
Forecasts
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In investigating sample period simulations and mechanical ex post
forecasts, we examine the predictive ability of econometric models in the
unrealistic situation where all of the exact values of the lagged variables
and the future values of the exogenous variables are known. This
procedure is designed to help accomplish four ends. First, it enables us to
isolate the magnitude of forecasting error that results from the model
alone. We see how well the model would forecast in the absence of any
interaction between forecaster and model and of any uncertainty about
the values of exogenous variables. Second, the procedure helps to reveal
the effect of various mechanical constant adjustments on the predictive
accuracy of the model. Two adjustment rules, in particular, a simple one
similar to that used by Wharton forecasters and a more sophisticated
type, are applied to the sample period simulations and ex post forecasts.
Under the Wharton rule, all of the equations in which the dependent
variable is not expressed as a first difference' are adjusted by the average
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of their corresponding structural equation residuals in the jump-off period
and one period prior to it. with the adjustment remaining the same for all
prediction spans. The more sophisticated constant adjustment allows for
a geometrically declining weight as the prediction span increases (see
Chapter 1, p. 9). These two methods will be referred to hereafter as
"AR (average residual) constant adjustment" and "GG (Goldberger-
Green) constant adjustment" respectively.Third, our procedure of
performing mechanical sample period simulations and ex post forecasts
enablesustomake certaininteresting comparisons between
forecasts—the sum of components versus aggregated variables, one
quarter versus one year, sample period versus postsample period. Finally.
it provides us with the data needed to explain the effects on Wharton's
simulation and forecast record of both a forecast-oriented estimation
procedure (ROS) and the anticipations version of the Wharton model.
In order to accomplish these four objectives each model was
simulated over both its sample period (with minor exceptions to be noted
later) and a postsample period. Simulations were calculated six quarters
ahead from each starting date, but only the first four are tabulated here.
Each six-quarter prediction uses observed values of lagged endoge-
nous variables before the starting date, but internally generates the
values of the endogenous variables after that date. The actual values of
the exogenous variables are used, since it is desirable to isolate the effect
of incorrect exogenous values on forecasting error at a later point. Next,
the one-year-ahead predictionis computed as the average of the
predictions for one to four quarters ahead from each jump-off quarter.
Then prediction errors are computed as the difference between the
predicted and realized values and are summarized as the mean square
error of prediction (MSE) and the root mean squared error (RMS).
Similarly, the RMS per cent error expresses the prediction error as a
percentage of the realized value in the jump-off quarter. Further, for each
variable under investigation, we tabulate the MSE value and its parti-
tioning into UM, US. and UC; the RMS per cent error; the ratio of the
root mean square error to that obtained by the naive1(no change)
model prediction; and the RMS error obtained by prediction with naive
1 and 2 (same change) models (see Chapter 1, pp. 14—15).
Tables 3.1—3.10 and 3.12—3.21 record the values of the OBE and
Wharton models—one to four quarters ahead and a year ahead—for48 Forecasts with Quarterly Macroeconometric Models Sample Period Simulations an
current and constant dollar GNP (GNP. GNP58), consumption (C).
investment (I), and unemployment (UNRATE). Tables for other variables
are in the appendix, on pp. A51—A74 and pp. A90—A1 11 for OBE
and Wharton. respectively.
Tables 3. 11 and 3.22 are presented in order to facilitate comparing
the performance of the different constant adjustment procedures within
the same sample and forecast periods, as well as the performance of the
same forecasting procedure in the sample period as differentiated from
the forecast period. For this purpose the RMS per cent error values for
each variable, model, period, prediction span, and adjustment method are
divided by the corresponding value of the "no constant adjustment"
prediction.2 The ratios of the forecast period errors to the corresponding
sample period errors are also calculated for each prediction method,
Since these ratios involve the averages of sums of squares of random
variables, they would have followed an F distribution if the values in the
numerators had been independent of those in the denominators, and if
the random variates had been independent and normally distributed,
Since in our opinion these assumptions are too strong for the data under
investigation—especially the assumption about the independence of the
RMS of the different prediction methods—the values that would be
statistically significant for the F distribution serve only as benchmarks for
the descriptive statistic we calculate, and may not be given the usual
interpretation.3 Indeed, in order to avoid any possible misinterpretation
we call them signal values rather than significant values.
Table 3.23 compares the anticipations and ROS results with the
standard two-stageleastsquares (TSLS) Wharton MSEs. Tables
3.24—3.2 7 illustrate the origin of GNP MSE in terms of its structural and
stochastic sources, and show where the gains and losses occur when we
use ROS coefficients, or equations with anticipations variables, instead of
the standard model with the TSLS coefficients. These tables are
explained in section 3.4 below.
2 The only year-ahead calculation using the RMSper cent error was for the one-year-ahead
prediction made with the OBE model. All other year-ahead values and ratios were calculated on
the basis of AMS (instead of RMS per cent error). The same was done in the case of the vari-
ables which appear in the model in a first-difference form.
It would be incorrect in any case to use this statistic as a measure of structural change
from the sample to the forecast period since the RMS will generally have a smaller expected value
in the period of fit than any other period, even in the absence of structural change.
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Ir'iaddition to our tables we present several diagrams for key
variables in the appendix on pp. A75—A89 and pp. Al 12—Al 19. These
diagrams are called "complete forecasting accuracy diagrams" because
they show all of the dynamic simulation results from one to six quarters,
superimposed on the actual path of the variable. More than any sum-
mary statistic these diagrams reveal how well a model is performing.
All graphs are based on both sample period simulations and ex post
forecasts with the OBE and Wharton-EFU models.
3.2 THE OBE MODEL
Introduction
The versionof the OBE model used for our sample period
simulations and ex post forecasts is similar to the model presented in
ChapterThe sample period for this OBE model extends from the first
quarter, 1 953 to the fourth quarter, 1965. The sample period simulations
begin in the second quarter of 1953 and are restarted each quarter
through thethirdquarter of 1964 inorder to obtain six-quarter
predictions. The fourth quarter. 1 964 simulation was calculated for five
quarters so that it would still end within the sample period. Similarly, the
simulations for the first, second, third, and fourth quarters of 1 965 were
generated for four, three, two, and one, respectively.
As stated earlier, the sample period simulations presented here use
revised values for all of the predetermined variables. In addition, the
parameters of the tax functions are changed whenever thereisa
corresponding change in the tax laws. The parameters of each tax
function are usually estimated by least squares for the duration of any tax
law. In some cases where there were only a few observations, simple
inspection sufficed for determining the parameters.
Sample Period
Tables 3.1—3.5 and 3.11 at the end of this chapter and Tables
The equations for this model are listed in George R. Green. in association with Maurice
Liebenbeng and Albert Hirsch. "Short- and Long-Term Simulations with the OBE Econometric
Model,'in Bert G. Hickman, ed., Econometric Mode/s of Cyc/ica/ Behavior. New York. NBER,
1972. pp. 92—123.
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A51—A74in the appendix show sample period simulation errors.
First we evaluate the size of the errors as recorded in these tables.
The RMS error for the one-quarter simulations of GNP with NO
adjustment is 4.62. This looks uncomfortably large when compared with
the RMS for naive 2 (same change) of 5.29. However, the RMS per cent
error is only 0.84, which gives a better impression. The first-quarter RMS
per cent error for GNP in constant dollars (GNP58) is 0.56 for OBE and
2.83 for naive 2. The OBE RMS for unemployment is 0.42. which is
identical with the naive 2 result. The year-ahead statistics show the OBE
model in a much more favorable light. Here the comparable RMSs for the
OBE simulations with NO adjustment and for naive 2 are 5.86 versus
13.67 for GNP, 4.52 versus 19.99 for GNP58, and 0.51 versus 1.31 for
UNRATE. The finding that naive model predictions deteriorate rapidly
relative to econometric model predictions with the increase in the
prediction span is consistent with the expectation that, while historical
regularity will dominate in short prediction spans, a model reflecting
exogenous events will be necessary for reasonable prediction in longer
spans.
Next we examine the effect of constant adjustments on the
simulations. In Table 3.11 we see that the effect of the GG constant
adjustments was to improve simulation performance. The simulations
with the GG adjustments are superior to those with no constant
adjustments for all variables in all quarters. except for the consumption of
automobiles and parts in the last two quarters. However, it should be
stressed that these differences are (i.e..significantif the F
statistic were applicable) in predictions beyond two quarters only in a few
cases (purchase of services, nonresidential fixed investment, net foreign
balance, and imports).
There is a very persistent pattern to the decomposition of error; both
UM and US are small relative to UC. This is especially true for the shorter
time periods. Thus, most of the inaccuracy in the predictions stems from
the failure of the realized and simulated values to move together, rather
than from the fact that the average values and variances of the two differ.
This is related to the argument of Suits5 that a quarterly model need not
be judged according toitsability to account for quarter-to-quarter
D. B. Suits and G. R. Sparks. 'Consumption Regressions with Quarterly Data,in J. S.
Duesenberry et a!.. eds.. The Brookings Quarterly Econometric Model of the United States.
Chicago. Rand McNally and Co., 1965.
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variations. A model estimated with quarterly data which can generate
quarterly forecasts may be the preferred model for predicting half-year or
year-ahead values, whereas a model based on monthly data might be
preferred for predicting quarterly values. The decomposition of error does
show that the major weakness of the models lies in tracking quarterly
fluctuations.
It is somewhat surprising that the AR adjustments, which did not
perform well relative to the other methods, were most successful in
getting the predictions on the right track. The component of bias (UM)
isconsistently smaller for the AR adjustments than for any other
method. This was true for all of the simulations from one to four quar-
ters. The US component remains small in almost all cases and only
occasionally exceeds 10 per cent of the total mean square error.
For the largest component of error. UC. the GG adjustments usually
produce the lowest values, but with very few exceptions the NO constant
adjustment simulations improve theirrelativeposition for the UC
component as the prediction span lengthens. The AR adjustments are
inferior to the other two methods for the UC component.
Third, the effects of aggregation can be seen in Tables 3.1—3.5.
Specifically, the aggregate consumption MSE is typically twice as large
as the sum of MSEs of all consumption components, for all time spans
and constant adjustments. The error buildup for investment is much
smaller,while the foreign sector comprises only one endogenous
variable, so that, by definition, there is no error buildup in the sample
period simulations. The buildup of error in the aggregation of consump-
tion,investment, and the foreign sector to GNP can be seen by
comparing the sum of the MSEs for the main components MSE)with
GNP MSE and by comparing the sum of the MSEs for the disaggregate
functions MSE)withthe GNP MSE. Here we find that the sum of
the major MSEs is not noticeably different from the GNP MSE in the first
quarter. This indicates that component errors tend to be independent of
each other. The sum of the MSEs for the individual equation components
in the first quarter carry over the gain for the consumption sector that we
note above. In the year-ahead forecast even the sum of the major
components isless than the MSE for GNP. This is consistent with
interdependence of forecast error. In fact, many equations are dependent
on the same endogenous variables or tagged endogenous variable. Thus,
we should expect dependence through the estimated structural system.
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On the other hand, some of the SERs may have a negative correlation
with other SERs. This would tend to make the sum of the component
MSEs higher than the GNP MSE. We will explore this breakdown of
aggregation error in more depth in section 3.4.
Another type of aggregation error is over time. This occurs in the
one-year-ahead prediction. which is the average of the first through the
fourth quarters of prediction. Therefore, the one-year-ahead prediction is,
on the average, a forecast for two and one-half quarters. If the quarterly
errors are independent of each other, one should expect the one-year-
ahead MSE to lie between the values for the second and third quarters of
prediction. Here we find that the RMS for the five variables in Tables
3.1—3.5 for the year-ahead forecast falls between the first and second
quarter RMS for the NO and GG forecasts, and between the third and
fourth quarter forecast for four out of five of the AR forecast variables.
The NO and GG results are consistent with the hypothesis that the OBE
model can track periods of more than one quarter better than quarterly
fluctuations.
Forecast Period
Tables 3.6—3. 11 allow us to make a number of significant observa-
tions. First, the RMS error for GNP is larger with the OBE than the
naive 2 model for all methods of forecasting and for all forecast spans.
The GNP RMS per cent error shows that for the best OBE forecast (GG)
the RMS per cent error was 0.76 for the one-quarter forecast and 2.53
for the year-ahead forecast. The first-quarter RMS per cent error values
for the OBE forecasts of GNP58 are slightly inferior to naive 2. but the
year-ahead RMS per cent error for the OBE GNP58 predictions with GG
adjustments is only 0.61, compared with 2.55 for naive 2. The OBE
results for UNRATE by all measures are inferior to both naive 1 and 2. for
almost all forecast spans and all forecast methods.
Second, the effect of the constant adjustments on the forecast can
be seen in Table 3.11. Both the GG and AR adjustments improve
forecast performance in the first quarter of forecast. The improvement is
at signal levels in many cases. The AR forecast for GNP is similar to the
GG forecast for all quarters of forecast, but after the first quarter the AR
forecast for GNP58 is even inferior to the NO results. The deterioration of
r Sample Period
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the AR forecasts is especially apparent for the purchases of nondu rabies
and for corporate profits. In both cases the AR adjustment improves the
first-quarter forecast. However, the GG results appear to approach the
NO adjustment results in the later quarters without becoming inferior to
them. This is partly due to the decaying nature of the GG adjustments.
but since later forecast periods depend on earlier periods, the specific
comparisons of the GG and NO results cannot be determined a priori.
A comparative analysis of the breakdown of MSE into its UM, US,
and UC components for the three methods of forecasting shows how
the adjustments affect forecast error. in general. the constant adjust-
ments reduce the UM component dramatically for all spans of fore-
cast, but increase the UC component. Typically. the AR adjustment
shows this tendency most strongly, while the GG adjustment falls be-
tween the AR and NO shift from UM to UC error. Thus, the gain that
might have been obtained by reducing UM is lost by increases in the UC
component. Another method of adjustment (such as adjusting the entire
model forecast on the basis of the total model forecast error that would
have occurred had NO adjustment simulations been made for quarters
preceding the forecast) might reduce UM without increasing UC as much
as it was increased by the individual equation adjustments on the basis of
the jump-off period SERs.
Third, the aggregation of error and the results of the sample period
versus those of the forecast period are illustrated in Tables 3.1—3.11.
The GNP MSE for the sum of the major components MSE) is
about equal to the GNP MSE in the first quarter of forecast forall
methods of forecasting, but this result changes markedly as the span of
the forecast increases, and even more noticeably in the year-ahead
forecasts. Here the GNP MSE is typically three times the sum of the MSE
of the minor components MSE) and twenty-five to forty per cent
greater than the sum of the major components MSE). This is
undoubtably due to what may be called the structural interdependencies
in the model. As noted above, when the same endogenous variable or
lagged endogenous variable appears in many equations. any error in that
variable will be transmitted to all of the components. Thus, the error in
the components will not be independent, and, as the span of the forecast
increases, the presence of the same lagged variables with the same error
in many different equations will become more pronounced.
I
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H. 0. Steckler6 reports results for the MIT-FRB model according to
which the sum of component MSE errors are lower than aggregate errors
in the first two quarters but larger in later quarters. He also shows that
the gain in the component sum over the aggregate is not present when
we look at prediction of change, even when it concerns change five or six
quarters hence. Since errors in lagged endogenous variables may not
noticeably effect the prediction of change, this finding is consistent with
our explanation here and in section 3.4.
In examining the accumulation of error over time, we find that the
one-year-ahead error falls about half of the time between the first- and
second-quarter-ahead error, and between the third and fourth for the
remainder. This is weak evidence that there is no systematic positive
relationship between errors in all quarters of every forecast.
A comparison of the forecast period results with those of the sample
period is made on the right side of Table 3.11. The ratios of per cent MSE
errors in the forecast period to those of the sample period for NO
adjustment projection show a preponderance of ratios over 1 .0 at the
signal level. This is especially true inlater periods of forecast. The
important exception to this is GNP58, which shows a ratio near 1 .0. The
corporation profits forecasts show a ratio of less than 1 .0 consistently. In
general. we expect ratios greater than1 .0 when we move out of the
period of fit. Nevertheless, the very large ratios, above the signal levels in
many cases, are distressing. The AR forecast period-sample period ratio
(except for the year ahead in Table 3.11) appears on average to be
around 1 .0 when we look at per cent MSE. This, in combination with the
generally favorable AR-NO comparisons in the forecast period, might be
taken as a sign that the AR sample period simulations are more indicative
of the most favorable forecast period results that can be expected than
are the NO adjustment simulations.
3.3 THE WHARTON STANDARD TSLS MODEL
Introduction
The model used for sample period simulations and ex post forecasts
H. 0. Steckler.Forecasting with the FRB-MIT Model." Working Paper No. 44. Economic
Research Bureau. SUNY, Stony Brook. N. V., November 1971. pp. 19—21.
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(described on pp. 32 through 35 above) was estimated on the basis of
data published after the July 1965 revision in the national income
accounts. Itis estimated using two-stage least squares (TSLS). with
principle components in the first stage, over a sample period spanning
the first quarter. 1948 through the fourth quarter, 1964. Tax equations
were estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS) over the periods for
which particular tax laws were in effect. Sample period simulations were
carried out for six-quarter intervals beginning with the first quarter of
1 953, and the model was then restarted for each quarter through the
third quarter of 1963 in order to obtain the six-quarter predictions. The
fourth quarter. 1963 simulation was calculated for only five quarters so
that it would end within the sample period; similarly, the simulations for
the succeeding quarters of 1964 were generated for four, three, two, and
one, respectively. The starting date—first quarter,1 953—was chosen
even though the sample period extends from 1 948 through 1 964. The
Korean War years are excluded from these simulations because they
include economic fluctuations not adequately captured by an economet-
ric model designed primarily to forecast the post-1964 period. As
currently written, the solution program for the Wharton-EFU model will
not converge to a reasonable answer (for example, unemployment
greater than zero) for more than one quarter ahead for some of the
Korean War period forecasts.
In this section we make some comparisons between OBE and
Wharton results. These results may be biased by several differences
between OBE and Wharton. For OBE we run sample period simulations
over the entire sample period, first quarter. 1 953—fourth quarter. 1 965
(excluding the very first observation which was used for the calculation of
the constant adjustment), since it begins after the Korean War years. The
OBE sample period was carried one year beyond Wharton's. One can
expect to reduce the errors of a subsample by fitting the regressions to
this subsample. This is especially true in the present case, since the
national economy fluctuated more in the 1948—1952 period than in the
1953—1965 period. Furthermore, the addition of the year 1965 for OBE
also improved its performance because that year exhibits a smooth and
trend-dominated pattern. The effect of this addition is clearly seen in a
comparison of the AMS errors of GNP for naive models 1 and 2: OBE's
naive 2 is smaller than the corresponding values for Wharton, while the
converse is true with respect to naive 1. This indicates that the series56 Forecasts with Quarterly Macroeconometric Models
were more trend-dominated in the period covered by OBE than in the
Wharton period.
Sample Period—Standard Version with TSLS Coefficients
Examining the sample period simulations in Tables 3.1 1—3.1 5 and
Table 3.21. one can observe several consistent findings. First, the errors
are uncomfortably large. In particular, the $6.75 billion RMS error in
predicting GNP without adjustments one quarter ahead is only slightly
lower than the $8.1 5 billion RMS of actual change in naive 1. and higher
than the $5.90 billion RMS error in naive 2. It is only a small consolation
that the 6.75 RMS is a small percentage of the average sample period
value of GNP, which is about $480 billion. Similarly unimpressive results
are reported for the other variables. For instance, the RMS error in
predicting aggregate consumption without adjustment one quarter ahead
is $3.94 billion, as compared with $4.54 billion for naive 1 and $3.00
billion for naive 2. For gross private domestic investment, the $3.72
billion RMS is to be compared with $4.05 billion for naive 1 and $5.08
billion for naive 2. Of the sixteen variables reported at the end of this
chapter and in the appendix, all first-quarter Wharton predictions—ex-
cept for consumption of nondurables and services (CNS), gross private
domestic investment (I), nonfarm investment in plant and equipment (IP),
change in stock of nonfarm inventories (DII), and exports (FE)—were
worse, as measured by RMS. than at least one of the naive models
considered here. However, this picture changes quite markedly with an
increase in the prediction span beyond one quarter. when the naive
model predictions are only rarely better than those of the Wharton model.
The exceptions are prediction of the unemployment rate (UNRATE) for all
six quarters and a year ahead, and of corporate profits before taxes
(PROFIT) for two quarters ahead. When the prediction span increases to
four quarters ahead, the RMS associated with the naive model prediction
for all variables except UNRATE and PROFIT is typically two to four
times that of the Wharton model prediction. The finding that the naive
model prediction deteriorates rapidly relative to the Wharton model, as
well as to the OBE model, strengthens our view that for longer-span
forecasts exogenous events must be reflected in the forecast.
In general, the sample period simulation results are slightly worse
for the Wharton mode' than for the OBE model. This is particularly
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noticeable for the GG and AR constant adjustments and for the shorter
spans. If we consider the simulation results for nominal GNP with no
constant adjustments, the first quarter Wharton RMS error of $6.8 billion
is substantially worse than the OBE error of $4.6 billion. However, the
difference narrows as the prediction span increases, and, beginning with
the third quarter of prediction, the figures are essentially the same.
Similarly, for consumption and investment. OBE shows smaller
errors in the shorter prediction spans (one and two quarters ahead), but
the MSEs become larger than with Wharton for longer prediction spans.
The gap between the two model simulations is considerably larger, in
favor of OBE. for constant-dollar GNP, and steadily widens in favor of
OBE for unemployment.
A second observation that applies throughout indicates that the
constant adjustments do not seem to improve the year-ahead results
consistently, except for PROFiT. However, for the shorter prediction span
quite a few of the constant-adjusted predictions seems to be signally (i.e..
significantly. were the F statistic applicable) better than the unadjusted
predictions. This is particularly noticeable in investment and its compo-
nents in the foreign trade variables. For the rest of the variables (see
Table 322) there are no signal differences between the predictive
performance of GG constant adjustment and that of no constant
adjustment, while that of the AR constant adjustment deteriorates very
rapidly and becomes signally worse than the other two methods as the
prediction span increases. It is not surprising that the performance of the
AR constant adjustment deteriorates relative to the other methods with
an increase in the prediction span. there being no theoretical reason for
maintaining the same level of adjustment for the different time spans.
Neither is it surprising that the predictions without constant adjustment
and those with the GG constant adjustment converge to similar values
with the increase in the prediction span because of the geometrically
declining weights attached to the GG predictions.7 On the other hand, it
is somewhat surprising that for prediction spans beyond one or two
quarters the GG constant adjustment has not performed signally better
It should be emphasized that in the single predictions the GG and NO constant
adjustments cannot be expected to converge to the same predicted values with the increase of
prediction span. This is so because later period forecasts depend on the earlier predictions, and in
the earlier period the forecasts made with the two methods diverge. Our contention refers only to
summary measures, such as RMS.
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than NO constant adjustment. As a matter of fact,for almost all
prediction spans beyond two quarters itis the latter method that has
made better (albeit not necessarily signally better) predictions of the
values for GNP (nominal and real), consumption and most ofits
components. and investment than any other prediction method consid-
ered here.
A comparison of Wharton versus OBE as to the relative effect of the
AR and GG adjustments on their respective sample period results reveals
that the GG adjustments produced a slightly more noticeable improve-
ment for OBE than for Wharton. The net effect of the AR adjustments
made both the OBE and Wharton MSEs for GNP and GNP58 slightly
inferior to the NO results. For OBE this involved improved first-quarter
results but much inferior ones in the later quarters of forecast, while for
Whartonallquarters of forecast were slightlyinferior to the NO
simulations. The main component of the sample period simulation error
is the UC component. The UM component is small in the NO simulation
and is not noticeably improved by the AR adjustments for OBE, while it is
increased by the adjustment for Wharton.
Thirdly, the effects of aggregation can be seen in Tables 3.1 2—3. 16.
For GNP we find that the sum of the MSEfor the major components
MSE) in the first quarter of forecast is about two-thirds of the GNP MSE
for all methods of simulation. In the year-ahead results theMSE are
much smaller than GNP MSE in the adjusted simulations, but only
slightly smaller for the NO adjustment forecast. The results in the
consumption sector show the sum of the MSE for the consumption
components to be less than half of the MSE of total consumption in the
year-ahead forecasts for all three methods of forecasting. This result and
a similar one for investment carry over into the sum of minor components
MSE) for GNP and make the MSEfor GNP about one-third of
GNP MSE for NO,AR,and GG. This error buildup in aggregation is more
pronounced than it was for OBE. As we see in section 3.4 below, a major
reason for this is that the OBE model multiplier (exogenous expenditure
multiplier)is smaller than the Wharton multiplier (about 1.12 versus
1.75).
All of the Wharton year-ahead RMS errors are smaller than the
second-quarter RMS error. This is evidence of error cancellation over
time.Itisinthe same direction as our finding for OBE. butis
quantitatively more significant for Wharton than for OBE.
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Forecast Period—Standard Version with TSLS Coefficients
The forecast period(firstquarter. 1965—fourth quarter. 1968)
resultsarequitedisappointing.The predictions without constant
adjustments are clearly the worst of those shown. For all variables the
error increases from the first to the second quarter and then declines for
the rest of the six-quarter period. The RMS errors of GNP for the first two
quarters are $21 .7 and $24.4 billion. These compare unfavorably with
the RMS of actual changes of $16.1 and $31.7 billion, and even more
unfavorably with RMS errors of naive model 2. which are $5.5 and $11 .2
billion, respectively. The RMS error for aggregate consumption and
investment relative to the naive models is not much better. It is clear that
the Wharton model cannot be used to make short-term forecasts outside
the sample period without some kind of adjustment. However, after four
periods the RMS error for GNP is only $15.4 billion. By this time naive
models 1and 2 have RMS errorsof $61.8 and $24.1billion.
respectively. This makes the NO constant adjustment forecasts appear
in a relatively more favorable light. Similar declines of RMS error are
found for most GNP components, and are particularly noticeable for
the consumption and investment aggregates.
The relationships between the prediction performance of the OBE
and Wharton models in the forecast period are similar to those found in
the sample period—the OBE performance is slightly superior to that of
Wharton in the shorter prediction spans, while the reverse is true for the
longer spans. For instance, for nominal GNP. smaller errors are yielded by
the OBE model than by the Wharton model for one-quarter predictions
and a few two-quarter predictions. while the reverse is true of predictions
for three and four quarters and a year ahead. The situation is the same for
aggregate consumption and investment. Noticeable exceptions are real
GNP, purchases of durables excluding autos and parts, investment in
nonfarm housing. changes in the stock of nonfarm inventories, profits
before taxes, and the unemployment rate, where OBE performs better for
all of the prediction spans, and purchases of automobiles and rionfarm
investment in plant and equipment, where the Wharton performance is
superior.
It should be emphasized, however, that in comparing the forecast
periods of the OBE and the Wharton models, two factors should be taken
into account: export is exogenous in OBE and endogenous in Wharton,60 Forecasts with Quarterly Macroeconometric Models
biasing the comparison in favor of OBE in the present analysis, since by
definition there are no errors in exogenous variables in ex post analysis;
also, the OBE and Wharton forecast periods are not identical. This
difficulty can be partly overcome by using the RMS/RMS of naive 1
value, which provides in some sense a measure of the difficulties in
predicting different periods.8 The statements about the OBE forecast
period performance relative to Wharton are based on RMSI'RMS of naive
1 values.
Turning, next, to the effect of constant adjustments on the Wharton
forecast, we note that constant adjustments do make quite a difference
in the forecast period. The AR adjustments lead to predictions that are
relatively much better than the NO adjustment forecasts for the first two
quarters. Their relative advantage begins to decline thereafter, so that by
the fourth quarter these predictions are not much better, and sometimes
even worse, than those without the constant adjustments. This is the
case for GNP incurrent and constant prices,for several of the
consumption components, and forinvestment andseveralofits
components. The predictions of CNA. IP, the foreign trade sector,
PROFIT, disposable income, and unemployment with AR adjustments
continue to have significantly smaller errors for the full four-quarter
period than forecasts without adjustment to the model. This is also the
case for the GG adjustment made in predicting unemployment and
disposable income (see Table 3.22).
Since the AR adjustments give relatively good performance in the
first two quarters and the NO constant adjustment forecasts do better
for the remaining periods, the GG adjustments should perform best
throughout. With a few exceptions, this is exactly what happens. For
GNP in current dollars, the GG adjustments are substantially better than
no constant adjustments but slightly worse than AR adjustments for the
first three quarters. For the remaining three quarters the GG adjustments
are the best. The pattern of the consumption components (except CNA)
is very similar to GNP. However, for aggregate consumption all constant
adjustment methods maintain a smaller level of RMS than that of no
constant adjustment. A pattern similar to the GNP case is observed for
8 For an economic interpretation of relative accuracy measures, see Jacob Mincer and
Victor Zarnowitz.The Evaluation of Economic Forecasts.'in J. Mincer. ed.. Economic Fore-
casts and Expectations. New York. NBER. 1969 (especially Section II).
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investment and the investment components, with the changeover
coming at the fourth quarter. After this quarter the NO constant
adjustment forecastsareslightlybetter than the GG adjustment
predictions. For constant dollar GNP. the changeover comes in the third
period. The patternis reversed for unemployment, where the GG
adjustments are best for three quarters. while the AR adjustments are
best thereafter.
The decomposition of error for NO this time shows an interesting
pattern. The large errors in the first two quarters are due primarily to
large components in UM. but by the four-quarter forecast almost the
entire error is due to imperfect covariation. Thus, the early forecasts are
"biased," but the model tends to return to the right track as the
prediction span increases.
The size of the error is considerably diminished by introducing
constant adjustments. However, the level of error is still too high to be
satisfactory. It is particularly hard to accept a RMS error in predicting
unemployment one quarter ahead of 0.89 per cent (using the method of
GG constant adjustment which gives the smallest error) when compared
with RMS errors of 0.18 per cent and 0.19 per cent for naive models 1
and 2, respectively.
In comparing the effect of constant adjustments on the Wharton
and OBE forecasts, we see a dramatic improvement in the adjusted over
the unadjusted first-quarter forecast for Wharton (RMS for GNP averages
more than 100 per cent higher in the NO forecast than in the adjusted
forecasts lIable 3.171), but only moderate improvement of OBE (RMS
for GNP is about 40 per cent greater in the NO forecast than in the
adjusted forecasts ITable 3.67)). All of this difference appears to be
attributable to the UM component, which is much larger for Wharton
than for OBE for the unadjusted first-quarter forecasts. As the span of the
forecast increases, the UM component in the NO forecast increases for
OBE but declines for Wharton. In both forecasts for all forecast spans, the
adjustments improve the UM component, but almost always hurt the UC
component. For OBE the reduction of the UM component in the later
periods of forecast aids the forecast noticeably, while it has smaller
significance for Wharton. As to GNP and GNP58, the increase in the AR
UC component more than offsets the gain for the UM component in the
fourth quarter of forecasts for Wharton. The same is true for the OBE AR•L.
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GNP58 forecast, but the cut in the UM component is greater than the
increase in the OBE GNP forecast. We find that our previous observation
in connection with OBE—that a procedure reducing the UM component
but leaving UC the same would markedly improve forecast performance
—holds true for Wharton as well.
Finally, we look at aggregation and the forecast versus the sample
period. Table 3.17 shows that the sum of the MSE for the major GNP
components one year ahead is slightly larger than GNP MSE for the
NO and GG forecasts and slightly smaller for the AR forecasts. The
sum of the minor components MSE) is about one half of the GNP
MSE for all methods of forecasting and all spans, except for the first-
quarter AR and GG forecasts, which show less loss in the process of
aggregation. On the whole, the sample period and forecast periods ap-
pear to show the same order of aggregation loss, except for the first-
quarter AR and GG. where the loss in aggregation in the sample period
was great. The loss from aggregation is greater for Wharton than OBE
in the early quarters of forecast but smaller in the later quarters, prob-
ably due to Wharton's higher impact multiplier but lower dependence
on lagged endogenous variables.
The year-ahead errors are between the second and third quarters or
the first and second quarters of MSEs. Thus, just as in the case of OBE,
we find that there is some offsetting of error in longer forecasts.
A comparison of the forecasts with the sample period results,in
Table 3.22 shows, surprisingly, that the ratios of AR forecast to sample
period RMS per cent error for GNP and GNP58 are signally below 1 .0 in
the first quarter. The GG values are about 1 .0, and the NO values are
about 1 .8 (signally larger than1 .0). For longer spans all of the ratios
appear to approach 1 .O.in a gradual way from their initial ratios. A look
at all of the variables on Table 3.22 leads to the very rough observation
that the AR RMS per cent error sample period results are better
predictors of best forecast period results than the NO adjustment
sample period simulations—just as in the case of OBE. In contrast to
OBE, the adjustments for Wharton improve the forecast relative to the
sample period, but more so in the first quarter than in the fourth quarter
of the forecast, when they helped OBE forecasts most noticeably.
We speculate here that some structural shifts occurring after the
sample period are responsible for making the adjustments more helpful in
the forecast period than in the sample period. The adjustments capture
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this change as far as it affects the intercept of the equation and not the
slope coefficients. Even when a slope coefficient is altered (say, the
MPC). the constant adjustment will capture its effect on the level of
consumption after a two-quarter lapse. even though it does not change
the model multiplier appropriately. When shifts in structure, as portrayed
by an equation, take place in the sample period the model builder
replaces the equation with an alternative specification or adds a variable
(perhaps a dummy variable) to compensate for this shift. Thus, the
equation adjustments show less impact on sample period simulations
than they do on forecast period results. It should be emphasized here that
our forecast period results are not simply results after the period of fit,
but results with models specified before the forecast period.
3.4 THE WHARTON ANTICIPATIONS VERSION AND THE
STANDARD VERSION WITH ROS COEFFICIENTS
How is model performance influenced by changing the specification
or the coefficient estimation procedure for a model? Any change in either
the specification or the coefficients will alter both the stochastic and
structural interdependencies in a model, Interdependencies are irrelevant
in the context of single equation forecasting, but they may be very
important in a systems forecast. The importance of aggregation error in
early quarters for Wharton and in later quarters for OBE supports this
contention. We find here that, if stochastic negative covariance offsets
structural interdependencies, the error aggregation shown above may
understate the cost of structural interdependence for forecast perform-
ance.
The alternative specification that we try for the Wharton model is
called the "anticipations version." It can be thought of as representing a
class of alternative specifications where predetermined variables are
introduced in such a way that they share some of the explanatory role
formerly assumed by endogenous variables. In the anticipations version
of the Wharton model, anticipation variables (housing starts are included
in this group) are added to five of the structural equations in the standard
model. An eight-point index of consumer anticipations is added to the
equation for consumer durables except automobiles and parts (COD).
and to that of purchase of automobiles and parts (CA). First. investment
anticipations for manufacturing firms, and later, for nonmanufacturing
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firms, are added to the equations for manufacturing investment in plant
and equipment (1PM) and for regulated and mining investment in plant
and equipment (IPR). Finally, private nonfarm housing starts are added to
the explanatory variables for investment in nonfarm residential construc-
tion (IH).9
Our alternative estimation procedure, which we call "regression on
simulated" (ROS). can be thought of as representing a class of alternative
estimations for the structural equation coefficients that are oriented
towards improving systems forecast performance. These coefficients are
estimated by finding the least squares coefficients over the Wharton
sample period, when the first-quarter AR simulated values from the
standard TSLS Wharton model are used for the contemporaneous
explanatory endogenous variables in the aggregate demand equations.
The results reported here for ROS'° are generated with the new
coefficients.
From Table 3.23 we see that, with AR adjustments. the anticipa-
tions and ROS sample period simulations and ex post forecasts of GNP
and GNP58 are all superior to the AR standard model results. This
superiority is often at signal levels. Furthermore, this advantage holds for
most of the other variables. We find that this occurs even though the
SERs for the individual equation for the three procedures show hardly
any differences.
Seeking to explain these findings, we develop the following decom-
position procedure for comparing standard and anticipation results (the
generalization to include the ROS coefficients is trivial since the pro-
cedure can be used whenever the results of using different coefficient
values are compared) for GNP58 MSE. first for the illustrative model
below, and then for comparing our three procedures.
The estimated equations are listedin M. K. Evans and L.R.Klein, The Wharton
Econometric Forecasting Model, Studies in Quantitative Economics No. 2. Philadelphia Economic
Research Unit. University of Pennsylvania. 1967. PP. 8—9. Note that lagged housing starts are
used in the computation of IH by the Commerce Department.
'° For an account of the origin of these procedures,see 1. A. Klein. The Theory of Economic
Prediction. Chicago. Markham Publishing Co., 1971, pp. 66—74. For a fuller account of our
method and the values of the ROS coefficients, see M. K. Evans. Y. Haitovsky. and G. I. Treyz.
"An Analysis of the Forecasting Properties of U.S. Econometric Models." in Models of Cyclical
Behavior. Studies in Income and Wealth. No. 36. New York. NBER. 1972. pp. 1128—1136.
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In this system of equations. = — = (K — + —
= + From this we can derive the so-called "reduced form"
by expressing each of the endogenous variables in terms of the exoge-
nous variable and the disturbances and The forecasting
errors for the endogenous demand components of national income can
be easily derived, in turn, from the reduced form and we obtain:
= 1
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where c5Tandt5Garethe errors the forecaster makes in projecting the
values for the exogenous variables, and ÔL/,(5W. andt5V(=t5Z—ÔS) are
the forecasting errors of the structural equations. (5U,(5W.and ÔV are
equal to the structural equation residuals (SERs, i.e., U. W, and V) unless
the equations are adjusted. In the latter case they are equal to the SER
minus any adjustment to the constant term of the equation in question.
Since we have considered only ex post forecasts, we need to suppress
the ÔT and (5G terms; the squared error for national product (V) is then
given byM = (1 — + E) — y1'.
= os2 +IE —
1.Eozou— 1Eosou,
That is. included in the MSE for national income are not only the SERs
associated with the structural equations forallof the endogenous
components that make up both V and DI, but also the cross products
between all pairs of these errors as well as the model multipliers.
Now let us add an anticipation variable (x) to the consumption
equation:
=+ fl*D/t + + (3.13)
Ifthe addition of this exogenous variable changes the identifying
restrictions and if this variable is not orthogonal to all other exogenous
variables, the coefficients in the other equations of the system will also
be changed in principle. However, in practice moderate-sized macro-
econometric models are overidentified to such an extent and the samples
are so small that principal component methods are used to obtain the
values for the first stage of two-stage least squares. Under these condi-
tions, the introduction of a new exogenous variable will not perceptibly
change the coefficients in the other equations. If this is the case, only
the coefficients in the structural equation to which the anticipation
variable is added will be changed when an estimation technique using
limited information with the principal component is applied.
66 Forecasts with Quarterly Macroeconometric Models
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Since we assume that we know x without error, the coefficients of
+ equations 3.9—3.11will be the same as before, except that /3* will
(3.12) replace i3 and willreplace 5U.Thus,the mean loss from squared
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— bSOZ. The gain from adding the anticipations variable can be obtained by n
subtracting (3.12) from (3.14). This yields
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It is useful to divide the terms in the gain from adding anticipation
variables to the equation above into (a) gains (or losses) from changing
the stochastic properties of the structural equation residuals and (b) gains
(or losses) from changing the structural parameters of the model. Terms
2. 3, and 4 are in the first category, while terms 1. 5. and 6 are in the
second.
The direction of the gains (or losses) resulting from changes in the
model's estimated structural parameters that occur when anticipations
variables are added can be predicted for terms 1 and 5, but is ambiguous
for term 6. In our simple model. 13 is the coefficient in the consumption
equation before, andis the value after, the anticipatory variable has
been introduced. On a superficial level, we know that DI and x will be
collinear, and that this will mean that/3* < 13. since x will pick up some of
the explanation of changes in consumption. On a more philosophical
level, it is clear that consumption is determined by a complex set of basic
economic and psychological phenomena, and that the explanatory
variables we use are proxies for these true structural variables. Thus,
when we use an anticipation variable we are using an estimate of the
basic determining variables that runs parallel to the disposable income
estimate of these variables, and the weight put on the disposable income
variable is reduced. Both terms 1 and 5 will be positive when 13* < 13. In
the case of the first term, where M* < M, we can say that this gain from
using anticipations data is due to the reduction of total interdependency
in the system. In the case of term 5, we can call this a gain due to the
reduction of the weight given the particular endogenous variable entering
the equation to which the anticipations variable is added. The weight
given term 6 is reduced, but we don't know a priori whether the sign of
+ will be positive or negative. Thus, we do
not know whether term 6 will be positive or negative.
The expected gains(orlosses) from changing the stochastic
properties of the model depend on our interpretation of the change we
introduce by adding anticipations variables to the model. If we think that
adding anticipations variables reduces the reliability of the system's
estimated parameters, the expected structural equation residuals in the
forecast period may increase.If. on the other hand, we consider the
estimated parameters and relationships of the anticipations model as
reliable as those of the standard model, we would expect the properties
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estimate of forecast period results as those of the standard version. In the
second case, we have no expectations until we see the sample period
results.
This analysis can be easily generalized to explain the effects of the
ROS coefficients. Equation 3.15 is valid for comparing the results with
and without the ROS coefficients.If the ROS coefficients reduce the
coefficients of the endogenous explanatory variables, the effects due to
the changed structural dependencies are parallel to those due to the
addition of anticipation variables. Changes in stochastic dependency are
shown in terms 2 through 4 in equation 3.15.
Accountingforthe forecasterrorineach component of an
aggregative variable, even if the feedback of that SEP error and the cross
products of the SERs are included, is not sufficient to explain the MSE of
the aggregate. If ãV = ÔC +then will include the term 25CoI as
well as the MSE of the model forecast for each component. The value of
this cross product will be
—y) + —E)
(1— + UI + 132y(1 —
+ (/3(1— "y) —132(1— 2"y)(l +
+213y(1 —
+11— /3(1 + E) —y(l— 2/3(1 +
(3.16)
Since this equation involves sums of squares as well as sums of cross
products, we can expect it to be positive. This is true even if the cross
products of the SERs are negative as long as the weighted values of the
squared sums have a greater absolute value. It is negative covariance
that masks the cost of structural interdependency on aggregation loss.
As mentioned before, the Wharton and OBE aggregation loss reported
above is the total aggregation loss and thus may be the net of stochastic
interdependency gain and structural interdependency loss.
When we consider multiperiod forecasts with a model that inc'udes
lagged endogenous variables, the forecasts for later periods are affectedSample Period Simulations an 70 Forecastswith Quarterly 'Macroeconometric Models
by errors made in the endogenous variables in earlier periods as well as + E ow1ov1 +
by contemporaneous errors. We illustrate this with a model that is identi- + 2M2/31)(1 + M
cal with the model above except for the substitution of equation3.1 7
for equation 3.1.
= a + + + Ut. (3.17) +(1+E)M(13Ef5l
The error in the first period of forecast for this new model is identical +0U10W2) +
with that shown in equations 3.9—3.11 because will in principle be
known exactly at the time the first-period forecast is made. The second- + (1 + E) M(f3 0
period error for V in an ex post forecast (0G1 = Or1 = 0G2=0T2 = 0). + +
its square, and its mean squared error are shown in the following equa-
tions:
The corresponding valuesf4 = M[f30V2 + OW2 + 0U2 + (3.18)
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+ + 6U16V1) (3.20)
+2M2/31[(l + 6v26v1




Thecorresponding values for the anticipations version error are
obtained by replacing j3. and U by and in equations
3.18—3.20. Itis important to note that the two-quarters-ahead error
includes not only contemporaneous products and cross products of SERs
but also products and cross products between two forecast periods (all of
the terms following the 2M3/312(1 + 6U16V1 term in equation 3.20).
From this we can see that, if the first-quarter stochastic errors were the
same in the anticipations and standard version, the stochastic gain (or
loss) in the second period for the anticipations version would come from
products and cross products between SERs from period one to period
two. The gain from the change in the values of structural parameters for
the anticipations version would come both from theM*2 < M2 and from
the lower weight for the lagged values. In general. > because
the anticipation variablewillusually be collinear with the lagged
explanatory variables and thus absorb some of their explanatory power.
This reduction in $' will lower the absolute value of the weighted cross
product terms. If the weighted sum of products from period t to period
t + 1is positive, this will represent a gain from using anticipations data.
The ROS coefficients can be expected to lead to larger weights for
the lagged endogenous values if the system-generated values of the
endogenous variables have a smaller correspondence with their actual
values than did their counterparts in the first stage of the two-stage least
squares. Since lagged variables appear with error in the second-quarter
forecast, this would lead to an increased structural error for ROS in the
second quarter relative to the first quarter when ROS forecasts are
compared to other forecasts.
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We start our investigation of the three procedures by examining the
mean squared error (MSE) of the structural equation residuals (SERs)
shown in Table 3.24. Here we see that the anticipations specification and
the ROS coefficients apparently have very little effect on the sum of the
MSE of the components of GNP58. In the portion of the sample period
with AR adjustments spanning the first quarter of 1953 through the
fourth quarter of 1964. the sum of MSEs for GNP58 is 9.3 for the
standard version. 8.6 for the anticipations version. and 9.8 for the ROS
coefficients. When these SER MSEs are compared with the correspond-
ing MSEs in the simultaneous solution of the entire model (on Table
3.15)—49.8, 30.4, and 28.5—two striking facts emerge: first, they are
much smaller, and second, the relative size of the SER MSEs bears no
correspondence to the systems forecast result. The lack of correspond-
ence between the AR MSEs for the SERs of GNP58 and the
corresponding model MSEs is also seen in the forecast period, where the
comparison is 29.0 versus 46.7 for the standard version. 26.9 versus
30.4 for the anticipations version. and 28.8 versus 30.8 for ROS. We
also note that there is an increase in the MSE of the SERs from the
unadjusted standard to the anticipations versions from 82.2 to 86.0. but
this is negligible when compared with the increase from 285.3 to 397.6
in model forecast GNP58 MSEs. Thus, we must seek an explanation for
the forecast error differences in other sources of systems error.
Since the Wharton model is much more complicated the
illustrative model presented above, we have devised means whereby
macroeconometric models may approximate the values for the sources of
gain from the standard to the anticipations version shown in equations
3. 1 5 and 3.20. While the Wharton model is nonlinear and many of the
demand components have different multipliers, we can determine an
approximate value for M and M* by shocking each demand equation and
then taking a weighted average of the effect of this shock on constant
dollar GNP. This procedure yields a value of approximately 2 forM (4 for
M2), and 1.7 for M* for M*2), where M* is the anticipations version
multiplier. Its effect on improving the sample period simulations and ex
post forecasts can be seen as the first term at the bottom of Table 3.25.
The top part of this table corresponds to equations 3.1 2 and 3.14, while
the values in the bottom part correspond to equation 3.15. The next term
in the lower portion of Table 3.25 (term 2) is estimated directly by (a)
finding the mean of thesum of
demand components of GNP58,
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equations 3.12 and 3.14, while
d to equation 3.1 5. The next term
'm 2) is estimated directly by(a)
finding the mean of the sum of the squares of the SERs for all the
demand components of GNP58. (b) adding them together (as in Table
3.24). (c) finding the difference between these totals for the standard and
anticipations version. and (d) multiplying by M*2. The third term at the
bottom of Table 3.25 was calculated as follows: First the difference was
found between the mean of the square of the sums of errors and the
mean of the sum of the squares of errors of the GNP58 components. This
difference is the value of the cross product terms. Next, the difference of
these values from the standard to the anticipation version was found and
*2 multiplied by 3(M ).
It is not feasible to estimate the remaining terms in equation 3.15
(4. 5. and 6) directly for the Wharton model because the appropriate
SERs are difficult to find. Thus, the total of terms 4, 5. and 6 is calculated
as a residual (since the difference between the MSE for GNP58 from the
standard to the anticipations version is known). Some of this reduction is
due to < In almost every case the coefficients for endogenous
explanatory variables were smaller in the anticipations version than in the
standard version.
The values found on the bottom of Table 3.25 explain the difference
between the anticipations and standard MSEs. From first quarter. 1953
to fourth quarter, 1964. with no constant adjustment, we find that the
anticipations MSE for sample period simulations was better than the
standard version. Out of the total of1 8.6 improvement in MSE for
GNP58. 10.7 was due to the lower multiplier in the anticipations version.
while 3.6 and 5.4. respectively, were due to smaller products and larger
negative cross products of SERs. There was almost no difference from
the other sources of error. In the forecast period, the NO adjustment MSE
for GNP58 in the anticipations version was 11 2.3 higher than for the
standard version. From Table 3.25 we can see that more than the entire
relative deterioration of the anticipations version was due to the sum of
terms 4, 5, and 6 in equation 3.1 5. The answer to this unexpected result
can be found in Part II of this book. An examination of the individual
sums of squares and of the approximations of the i5Vterm(error in
disposable income equations) values reveals that if forecasts made by
Wharton with this model had been made without constant adjustment.
the Wharton model disposable income equations would have had large
and persistent negative errors during the entire period from the first74 Forecasts with Quarterly Macroeconometric Models I Sample Period Simulations ad
quarter of 1965 to the last quarter of 1968. We find that, while the MSE
of the anticipations and the standard version NO adjustment results are
about the same, the average (not average absolute values) of the sum
of the SERs for GNP58 over the sixteen forecasts was 0.41 for the stand-
ard version and 3.75 for the anticipations version. This occurred be-
cause only two out of sixteen values had a different sign than the ma-
jority in the anticipations version. compared with six out of sixteen in
the standard version. Thus, the coincidence of persistent bias in the
U, V. and W terms lead to a very large error from the sum of terms 4, 5,
and 6 in equation 3.15. A confirmation that this persistent bias is
the cause of the problem comes from the error breakdown in Table
3.20, where we see that the inferior performance of the anticipations
versionis due almost entirely to the UM component. Infact, the
anticipations versionis significantly superior for the UC component,
and the US component is negligible for both versions.
The AR adjustment sample period simulations afforded much the
same comparisons between anticipations and standard versions as the
NO adjustment figures (see the bottom of Table 3.25). However, here the
sample period proved to be a good predictor of the forecast period. By
eliminating the extra bias, the AR forecast did not have the large
contribution from terms 4, 5, and 6 for the anticipations version that
we saw in the NO adjustment results. Therefore, the same factors that
made the anticipations MSE for GNP58 smaller than the standard MSE
in the sample period also contributed to the superior performance in
the forecast period.
The GNP results in current dollars are very similar to the GNP
results in constant dollars. The ratio of standard to anticipations is also
very similar for these two variables. Since there are no anticipations
variables for prices, any change in these ratios stems from indirect
rather than direct causes.
Comparing the ROS and TSLS results when both are used with AR
constant adjustments. we see from Table 3.24 that the MSEs for indi-
vidual equations are hardly changed, either in the sample or in the fore-
cast period, by the use of ROS coefficients with AR adjustments in-
stead of TSLS coefficients with AR adjustments. The total MSEs for
the GNP58 components of 9.3 versus 9.8 for TSLS and ROS, respec-
tively, in the sample period and of 29.1 versus 28.8 in the forecast pe-
riod give no indication of the difference in first-period forecast perform-
ance of the two sets of
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9.8 for TSLS and ROS, respec-
versus 28.8 in the forecast pe-
in first-period forecast perform-
ance of the two sets of coefficients. When we look at the parenthetical
values in Table 3.25. we note that even the covariance of errors among
GNP58 components gives no indication of the difference. In fact, the
positive covariance of +3.4 for ROS in the sample period compared
with 0.1for TSLS estimates, and the lower negative covariance of
— 12.4 for ROS versus —15.3 for TSLS. would appear to give the TSLS
estimates a slight advantage as far as stochastic interdependency is
concerned. Even terms 4—6 of equation 3.1 5. which involve both sto-
chastic and structural interdependency, show littledifference. More
than the entire ROS superiority in GNP58 MSE of 21.3 in the sample
period and 1 5.9 in the forecast period can be explained by the differ-
ence in the TSLS M2 value and the ROS M*2 value. The value of M is
about 2 for TSLS and about 1.4 for ROS, which makes M2 about 4 and
M*2 about 2. Thus, the impact of theerror coming from stochastic
sources on MSE in the TSLS results is twice as large as that on MSE
in the ROS results.
We can now turn to the major components of GNP58. The
stochastic sources of error shown on top of Table 3.25 in brackets are
broken down by components in Table 3.26. The sum of the products
shown for C and / is found by adding the MSE values for the components
of C and I in Table 3.24. The errors in Tables 3.12—3.23 can now be
interpreted. Thus, for consumption a small part of the gain from the
anticipations version as compared with the standard version can be
attributed to the 2.1 gain in MSE from the SERs of the consumption
equations themselves and from its reverberation. The rest of the gain
must be accounted for by M* < M, the gains in the investment
equations, and the slight gain from cross products from the rest of the
system. The increase from the sum of the components to total MSE for C
shows that the weights on the squared error terms, similar to those in
equation 3.16 above, must have been important since the absolute
values of cross products are small. The effect of M > M* increases the
value of these terms and accounts for the higher ratio of standard to
anticipations for total consumption than for the sum of the compo-
rients (Table 3.23). The failure of the consumption forecast made with
with NO anticipations forecast period method relative to the standard
version is consistent with the result for GNP58. The ratio of the stand-
ard to the anticipations version is smaller for consumption than for
GNP. This reflects the loss in the anticipations SERs of the consump-76 Forecasts with Quarterly Macroeconometric Models
tion equations themselves, as well as the strong covariance between
the disposable income and consumption error that existed in the NO
forecast. Of the components of consumption, purchase of automobiles
and parts (CA) showed the lowest standard-to-anticipations ratio. Here
the increase in the MSE of the SEA from 4.98 to 9.38 in the CA equa-
tion(duealmostentirelytoconsistent underestimation—the AR
MSESERfor anticipations CA is the same as for the standard one)
contributed to the UM component, which was the main cause of the
poor anticipations performance.
The NO adjustment anticipations investment equations. as evident
from Table 3.26, show a substantial reduction in SER MSEs from the
equivalent standard equations. For one quarter ahead, this NO result
keeps the total investment anticipations forecast in the 1965—1968
period equivalent to the standard, despite superior standard versibn
forecastsof some ofthe explanatory endogenous variables. The
anticipations gain for nonfarm residential housing (see Table 3.23)
reflects the structural equation results because there are no endogenous
explanatory variables in the housing equation. The large UM error in the
inventory anticipations prediction (p. A95) reflects the dependence of
the inventory equations on the endogenous variables. The AR first-quar-
ter investment results show a very slight relative improvement for the
anticipations version, despite a dramatic improvement in the absolute
MSE for both the anticipations and standard versions.
The net foreign balance as well as exports and imports are about the
same for anticipations and standard in all of the NO and AR results. We
know that the individual equation results and the cross products of SERs
within the sector are identical in the regular and anticipations versions.
Thus, any change in the standard-to-anticipations ratio is due to the
indirect effect of changes in the forecasts of other variables. The personal
disposable income and unemployment variables are also only indirectly
affected by the changeinversions. Therefore, the extent of the
improvement in the first-quarter unemployment predictions for both NO
and AR from the standard to the anticipations version, while not signal. is
remarkably large. Here again the UM component was responsible for
making the anticipations NO forecast for disposable income inferior to
the standard forecasts. This is consistent with our previous finding that
a coincident reinforcement of anticipation and disposable income er-
rors made the total NO adjustment anticipations forecast relatively
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The breakdown of the ROS component results in Table 3.26 shows
that the stochastic interdependencies in the model were not changed in
any noticeable way by the move from the TSLS to the ROS coefficients.
We explain above that the superiority of ROS over the TSLS MSE for
GNP58 stems from lower structural interdependency for ROS than for
TSLS. This is substantiated by the observation that the ROS gain is
generally more noticeable for aggregates than for sums of components.
The ratio of the standard forecast to the anticipations forecast of
GNP58 for the second quarter ahead may be pushed up via two avenues.
First, the stochastic gain (or loss) will come from smaller weighted sums
of products and cross products from period t to period t + 1for the
anticipations version than for the standard version (see the cross product
terms in equation 3.20). In Table 3.27, we see that the anticipations
version has a slightly smaller value for unweighted SER products from
period t to t + I than the standard in every case except that for the
forecast period NO adjustment. The other sources of increase for the
standard-anticipationsratiowill come from lower weightsinthe
anticipations than in the standard version for errorsin the lagged
endogenous variables. Our estimate of the average weight given to errors
in the previous quarter is based on weighting the results from simulations
with first-quarter shocks. If we shock one of the equations by one in the
first quarter and measure the change from the control to the disturbed
result in the second quarter, we see from equation 3.18 that our result
will be Mf31(1+ E)M (e.g., set oW1 = 1 and all other 0 terms = 0). A
rough weighting of the values obtained over the thirteen structural
equations yielded a value of 0.7 for the standard version and 0.4 for the
anticipations version. We can find the value we want, M2f312(1 + U2 (see
equation 3.20). by dividing the value we found by M (and M*) and squar-
ing these values. This yields 0.12 for the Wharton equivalent of M2fl12
(1 + or 0.06 for M*2 (1 + E*)2. in equation 3.20. Thus, the
weight for past errors in the standard version is about twice that in the
anticipations versions, and MSE would grow from the first to the sec-
ond period by this amount due to this change in weight.
Looking at Table 3.23, we see that in the second quarter there was
a relative gain for the anticipations over the standard GNP58 forecast for
every case except the forecast period NO adjustment result. In the latter
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3.27 offsets the gain obtained by giving lagged variables a lower weight.
This general finding is true for every component with one exception. The
unemployment result shows an increase in the standard-anticipations
ratio in the NO adjustment forecast period result. In this case, there may
have been cross-period weighted products of SEAs for the stochastic
component on the employment equations that offset the relatively large
value for this component in the anticipations GNP58 components.
The ROS results compared to the TSLS MSE show a relative decline
in the second quarter of forecast accuracy for GNP and GNP58 in both
the sample and forecast periods. Table 3.27 shows that the unweighted
sum of products and cross products from period one to period two is
larger for the ROS coefficients than for the TSLS coefficients. We found
that the value of + E)M* for the ROS coefficients was about
1 .0 compared with the 0.7 value for TSLS. Dividing this value by M* (for
*2*2 *2. ROS 1.4) and then squaring, we find the value of M (1 + )is
0.25 for ROS compared with 0.1 2 for the TSLS estimates. This means.
as seen from equation 3.20. that first-quarter errors have twice the effect
on second quarter GNP58 MSE for ROS that they do for Wharton. The
combination of both the increased weight put on lagged values in the
ROS coefficients and the increased stochastic dependence between
quarters accounts for the relative decline of ROS compared to TSLS as
the span of the forecast is increased.
In this section we have decomposed the effect of the anticipations
and ROS coefficients into their particular effects on stochastic and
structural interdependencies. As to stochastic interdependencies. the
sample period appears to be a poor predictor of the forecast period. In
any case, no general pattern of changed stochastic interdependency for
AR adjustments appears to come from comparing the anticipations
version and ROS coefficients with the standard version TSLS coeffi-
cients. As to structural interdependency, switching from the standard
TSLS to either the anticipations or ROS version does produce changes.
These changed structural interdependencies appear to explain most of
the variation in the AR forecast performance among the three proce-
dures.
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Root mean squared of the error expressed as a percentage of the
value of the variable in question
RMS/RMS of The ratio of RMS to the RMS obtained by the Naive 1 (no change)
Naive 1 model prediction
Mean squared error
The sum of the MSE of the components added up to obtain the
variable in question
The sum of the MSE of the components of the variables added up
to obtain GNP (i.e.. the sum of the MSE of the components of
consumption, etcetera)
The RMS of the Naive 2 (same change) model prediction
Noadjustmentswhatevertothestructuralequations
(The Wharton forecast period results differ from those reported
in Evans, Haitovsky. and Treyz because in the latter a me-





















Goldberger-Green adjustments to the structural equations
Average residual adjustments to the structural equations
Average residual adjustments to the structural equations of a
model that uses regression on simulated coefficients80 Forecasts with Quarterly Macroeconometric Models Sample Period Simulations a
TABLE 3.1













Sample Period Simulations for GNP in Current Dollars, OBE Model








RMS 4.62 6.48 7.69 8.24 5.86
UM 0.25 1.23 2.50 5.21 1.23
US 0.01 0.14 0.39 0.38 1.06
UC 21.05 40.67 56.24 62.27 32.10
RMSpercenterror 0.84 1.53 2.17 2.47
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.49 0.36 0.29 0.24 0.26




AMS 3.63 5.43 6.94 7.77 5.17
UM 0.15 0.94 2.00 4.14 1.14
US 0.17 0.22 0.32 0.50 0.06
uc 12.88 28.32 45.81 55.78 25.49
RMS per cent error 0.58 1.18 1.87 2.23
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.38 0.30 0.26 0.22 0.23
MSE 13.19 29.48 48.1360.43 26.69
12.88 24.37 36.61 45.00 19.66
components 8.96 14.8520.38 24.81 10.14
AR Constant Adjustments
RMS 3.72 5.84 7.86 9.86 6.20
UM 0.05 0.68 1.59 2.83 1.00
US 0.02 0.23 1.00 1.65 0.55
uc 13.75 33.1659.1492.80 36.93
RMSpercenterror 0.61 2.88 4.90 7.43
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.39 0.32 0.30 0.28 0.28
MSE 13.82 34.06 61.7397.28 38.48
components 14.47 30.2949.2071.12 31.53












RMS per cent error
MSE
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14 0.39 0.38 1.06
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Sample PeriodSimulations for Consumption in Current Dollars. OBE Model









RMS 2.93 3.74 4.39 4.77 3.48
UM 0.26 0.84 1.46 2.37 0.92
us 0.23 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.01
uc 8.12 13.03 17.83 20.38 11.20
RMS per cent error 0.84 1.23 1.74 2.08
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.55 0.36 0.29 0.23 0.27
MSE 8.61 13.98 19.31 22.75 12.13
4.47 6.37 8.14 9.51 4.84
RMS 2.54
GG Constant Adjustments
3.30 4.08 4.57 3.15
UM 0.11 0.61 1.22 2.06 0.79
Us 0.14 0.20 0.21 0.19 0.18
UC 6.18 10.05 15.18 18.63 8.94
RMSpercenterror 0.65 0.97 1.51 1.89
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.47 0.32 0.27 0.22 0.24
MSE 6.43 10.87 16.61 20.88 9.91
MSE of components 3.53 5.31 7.25 8.76 4.10
RMS 2.68
AR Constant Adjustments
3.74 4.98 J6.20 3.97
UM 0.00 0.21 0.59 1.07 0.44
us 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.15 0.14
uc 7.19 13.75 24.15 37.25 15.15
RMSpercenterror 0.68 2.46 4.51 7.03
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.50 0.36 0.32 0.30 0.31
MSE 7.20 13.96 24.82 38.47 15.73
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in Current Dollars.OBE Model
juarter 1965)
jarter Ahead One Year
Ahead
bnd Third Fourth
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RMS 5.38 10.37 15.37 20.38 12.73
UM 20.98 86.07194.84350.11 134.29
US 2.49 10.0821.82 39.53 16.28
UC 5.52 11.30 19.46 25.78 11.58
RMSpercenterror 2.40 8.79 19.0432.95
MSE 28.99107.45236.12415.42162.15
of components 12.91 42.9892.04157.58
Naive 2
RMS 3.17 5.18 7.80 10.24 6.28
UM 0.00 0.14 0.29 1.47 0.43
US 0.06 0.18 1.56 1.72 0.35
UC 9.96 26.46 58.91101.75 38.67
RMSpercenterror 0.78 2.29 5.26 9.37
MSE 10.03 26.78 60.76104.94 39.45
















8.7684 Forecasts with Quarterly Macroeconometric Models Sampte Period Simulations
TABLE 3.3
Sample Period Simulations for Investment in Current Dollars. OBE Model
TABLE








RMS 3.34 4.51 5.12 5.33 3.79
UM 0.04 0.00 0.06 0.38 0.00
US 0.01 0.13 0.22 0.17 1.05
UC 11.10 20.24 25.97 27.84 13.32
RMS per cent error 17.62 31.41 39.75 42.12
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.81 0.70 0.60 0.51 0.55
MSE 11.15 20.36 26.24 28.39 14.37
components 9.21 12.45 15.49 17.68 8.36
GG Constant Adjustments
RMS 2.48 3.59 4.37 4.79 3.04
UM 0.02 0.09 0.20 0.54 0.06
US 0.30 0.53 0.82 1.22 0.13
UC 5.82 12.27 18.07 21.20 9.02
RMSpercenterror 11.23 23.79 33.14 35.85
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.60 0.56 0.51 0.46 0.44
MSE 6.14 12.89 19.09 22.96 9.21
5,12 8.93 12.22 14.90 5.54
AR Constant Adjustments
RMS 2.65 3.97 4.83 5.59 3.66
UM 0.07 0.29 0.51 0.79 0.25
US 0.27 0.77 1.88 3.13 0.55
UC 6.65 14.70 20.99 27.31 12.59
RMS per cent error 13.51 64.46 86.49 106.22
RMS/AMS of Naive 1 0.64 0.62 0.57 0.54 0.53
MSE 7.00 15.76 23.37 31.23 13.39






RMS per cent error 33,4
MSE 16.1





RMS per cent error 235.1
MSE 78.4
MSE of components 23.E
NOTE: For definition of symbols, see glossary preceding this section.Models Sample Period Simulations and Mechanical Ex Post Forecasts85
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RMS 4.10 6.43 8.51 10.35 6.85
UM 1.69 7.04 16.59 29.88 11.20
US 0.49 1.08 2.51 4.33 1.15
UC 14.66 33.24 53.37 72.9634.55
RMSpercenterror 33.47 84.38 140.81 194.96
MSE 16.84 41.36 72.47 107.1646.90
MSE of components 13.67 28.14 47.08 68.43
Naive 2
RMS 8.86 16.49 24.40 32.7320.59
UM 0.63 2.87 5.69 9.50 3.99
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Sample Period Simulations
TABLE 3.4
Sample Period Simulations for GNP in Constant Dollars. OBE Model























RMS 3.67 5.00 5.89 6.36 4.52
UM 0.00 0.11 0.42 1.35 0.22
US 0.04 0.37 0.63 0.41 0.71
UC 13.42 24.54 33.63 38.75 19.51
RMS per cent error 0.56 1.01 1.39 1.60
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.50 0.37 0.30 0,26 0.28
MSE 13.46 25.03 34.68 40.5020.44
EMSEofcomponents 12.63 16.05 19.58 21.98
GG Constant Adjustments
RMS 3.07 4.43 5.48 6.11 4.08
UM 0.00 0.06 0.24 0.85 0.19
US 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.35 0.06
UC 9.38 19.53 29.68 36.17 16.41
AMS per cent error 0.42 0.86 1.28 1.51
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.42 0.33 0.28 0.25 0.25
MSE 9.40 19.60 29.98 37.3716.66
components 7.90 12.34 16.23 19.19
AR Constant Adjustments
RMS 3.33 5.05 6.44 7.89 5.05
UM 0.01 0.14 0.41 1.06 0.43
US 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.31 0.13
UC 11.10 25.35 41.01 60.8824.89
RMS per cent error 0.50 2.28 3.60 5.34
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.46 0.37 0.33 0.32 0.31
MSE 11.11 25.49 41.44 62.2525.45
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RMS 7.30 13.59 19.39 24.86 15.88
UM 21.79 90.03210.42386.59145.34
us 5.23 19.86 42.14 74.0231.37
UC 26.22 74.89123.29 157.5675.47




RMS 7.50 15.33 24.18 34.03 19.99
UM 0.85 4.28 11.48 29.40 9.96
us 2.83 20.54 76.25164.7043.72
UC 52.55210.09497.05964.25346.08
RMSpercenterror 2.87 12.22 30.84 61.22
MSE 56.24234.92584.771158.35399.76
MSE of components 269.241043.662388.214307.41
Constant Adjustments
.05 6.44 7.89 5.05
.14 0.41 1.06 0.43
.00 0.02 0.31 0.13
.35 41.01 60.8824.89
.28 3.60 5.34
.37 0.33 0.32 0.31
.49 41.44 62.2525.45
.53 23.49 29.65
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TABLE 3.5
Sample Period Simulations for the Unemployment Rate, OBE Model








RMS 0.42 0.57 0.64 0.67 0.51
UM 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
US 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.020.00
uc 0.17 0.31 0.40 0.420.25
RMSpercenterror 66.48120.59146.17 163.64
RMS/RMS of Naive1 0.87 0.65 0.58 0.530.57
MSE 0.18 0.32 0.41 0.440.25
GG Constant Adjustments
RMS 0.35 0.54 0.64 0.670.49
UM 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
US 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.030.00
tiC 0.12 0.28 0.39 0.420.24
RMSpercenterror 49.06106.48136.07 156.53
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.72 0.62 0.57 0.540.55
MSE 0.12 0.29 0.41 0.450.24
AR Constant Adjustments
RMS 0.40 0.67 0.90 1.08 0.71
UM 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01
US 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000.02
UC 0.15 0.45 0.80 1.150.49
RMSpercenterror 56.67286.59513.70827.83
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.82 0.77 0.81 0.870.79
MSE 0.16 0.45 0.81 1.170.52












RMS per cent error






































































RMS 0.48 0.87 1.12 1.250.89
UM 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000.00
US 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000.02
UC 0.23 0.75 1.24 1.560.77
AMS per cent error 114.28293.74400.81 498.27
MSE 0.24 0.75 1.24 1.560.79
Naive 2
RMS 0.42 1.00 1.65 2.30 1.31
UM 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.01
US 0.04 0.30 0.89 1.86 0.71
uc 0.13 0.70 1.82 3.42 1.00
RMSpercenterror 74.03336.24824.311720.49
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.87 1.15 1.48 1.84 1.47
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TABLE 3.6
Ex Post Forecasts for GNP in Current Dollars. OBE Model














First Second Third Fourth
NO Constant Adjustments
RMS 10.29 18.67 24.93 28.46 17.75
UM 49.11 220.05417.18545.62220.01
US 11.39 57.61 127.94199.8357.60
UC 45.31 70.88 76.52 64.6537.49
RMS per cent error 1.49 4.64 8.11 10.43 3.91
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.63 0.58 0.53 0.46 0.45
MSE 105.81 348.54621.64810.10315.10
MSE of components 117.55 160.45209.02239.60109.97
GG Constant Adjustments
RMS 7.17 14.12 20.85 24.84 14.43
UM 6.55 84.03233.83351.97109.63
US 1.77 29.53 108.51 191.19 50.38
UC 43.13 85.76 92.55 73.9748.26
RMSpercenterror 0.76 2.67 5.63 7.85 2.53
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.40 0.37
MSE 51.46 199.32434.90617.12208.26




13.66 17.83 20.66 14.05
tJM 2.19 18.89 77.92147.5750.43
US 0.04 0.12 24.42 90.8327.50
UC 55.56 167.62215.62188.30119.51
RMSpercenterror 0.89 2.71 4.47 5.61 2.55
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.47 0.43 0.38 0.33 0.36
MSE 57.8018663317.96426.70197.44
MSE of components 49.70 127.45222.72310.87131.25





RMS per cent error
MSE
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AMS 16.34 32.03 47.24 62.4539.23
UM 247.47967.212127.193738.851467.18
US 1.07 5.98 21.73 51.94 14.59
UC 18.38 53.00 82.95 109.6757.49
RMSpercenterror 4.17 15.56 32.85 56.0821.40
MSE 266.931026.192231.863900.461539.26
Naive 2
RMS 4.61 9.82 14.89 22.35 12.91
UM 0.03 0.00 0.11 0.37 0.08
US 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.22 0.12
UC 21.25 96.43221.73499.14166.45
RMSpercenterror 0.35 1.55 3.41 7.46 2.38














Ex Post Forecasts for Consumption in Current Dollars. OBE Model














AMS 5.27 8.38 12.10 14.708.42
UM 3.85 24.91 72.10 119.8933.37
US 4.00 14.8646.10 80.7521.87
UC 19.9630.4828.17 15.5115.65
AMS per cent error 1.02 2.40 4.84 7.092.22
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.54 0.45 0.44 0.400.37
MSE 27.81 70.25146.37216.1570.90
E MSE of components 32.5830.1939.33 53.0629.02
GG Constant Adjustments
RMS 4.44 7.40 11.01 13.637.74
UM 0.69 10.6745.85 90.5320.51
US 1.42 9.65 40.07 75.5120.09
UC 17.6434.47 35.36 19.8319.33
RMSpercenterror 0.75 1.92 4.03 6.07 1.88
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.46 0.40 0.40 0.370.34
MSE 19.75 54.79121.28 185,8759.93
MSE of components 25.2633.6346.15 58.4726.57
AR Constant Adjustments
RMS 4.67 8.44 10.89 12.75 8.79
UM 0.78 6.05 27.20 56.6119.35
US 0.00 0.26 14.64 46.1117.19
UC 21.04 64.91 76.67 59.7940,66
RMS per cent error 0.84 2.63 4.23 5.45 2.57
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.48 0.45 0.40 0.350.38
MSE 21.82 71.22118.50 162.5177.20
MSE of components 12.52 32.82 50.74 67.2333.56
RMS per cent error
RMS/RMS of Naive 1
MSE
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RMS 9.70 18.6627.54 36.5822.85
UM 80.47322.15712.051265.83 490.09
US 0.61 5.18 16.59 30.2410.67
UC 12.92 20.97 30.09 41.7621.28
RMSpercenterror 3.76 13.4528.54 49.5418.62
MSE 94.01348.31758.731337.83 522.05
Naive 2
RMS 5.39 8.59 12.67 17.4110.84
UM 0.01 0.01 0.11 0.13 0.10
US 0.39 0.58 0.65 15.324.54
uc 28.6473.16159.78287.83 112.80
RMSpercenterror 1.14 2.85 5.90 11.064.10
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.56 0.46 0.46 0.48 0.47
MSE 29.0473.75160.54303.28 117.44
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TABLE 3.8
Ex Post Forecasts for Investment in Current Dollars, OBE Model








AMS 9.16 15.15 17.95 18.98 12.95
UM 52.86 162.61235.16258.89132.37
US 24.38 46.81 47.79 47.11 22.07
UC 6.59 19,96 39.11 54.14 13.14
RMSpercenterror 51.08138.75193.56215.07 94.55
RMS/RMSof Naive 1 1.53 1.87 1.83 1.68 1.63
MSE 83.83229.39322.06360.13167.57
MSEofcomponents 64.29114.80 95.61109.94 60.22
GG Constant Adjustments
RMS 4.98 10.31 14.20 16.04 9.57
UM 9.01 65.73131.36163.25 64.73
US 5.16 24.56 44.51 51.11 16.80
UC 10.67 16.11 25.6843.05 9.99
RMSpercenterror 16.24 65.39120.75152.70 50.67
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.83 1.28 1.45 1.42 1.21
MSE 24.84106.40201.56257.40 91.53
MSEofcomponents 24.26 51.9285.73105.61 36.42
AR Constant Adjustments
RMS 4.75 7.07 9.78 11.55 7.06
UM 2.16 11.37 31.93 54.37 18.61
US 1.10 1.58 7.66 19.47 2.90
UC 19.26 37.09 56.01 59.56 .28.40
RMSpercenterror 15.72 33.58 60.71 80.58 28.88
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.79 0.87 1.00 1.02 0.89
MSE 22.52 50.0595.60133.41 49.91
MSEofcomponents 25.41 37.62 54.90 71.71 26.49
NOTE: For definition of symbols, see glossary preceding this section.
r














RMS per cent error 51
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 1.4
MSE 75.8Mod&s Sample Period Simulations and Mechanical Ex Post Forecasts95


























1.56 44.51 51.11 16.80
5.11 25.68 43.05 9,99
120.75152.70 50.67




.07 9.78 11.55 7.06
.37 31.93 54.37 18.61
7.66 19.47 2.90












First Second Third Fourth
Naive 1
RMS 6.00 8.09 9.80 11.29 7.93
UM 4.62 15.1829.6445.56 19.04
us 0.55 1.90 5.24 13.17 0.53
UC 30.77 48.29 61.13 68.67 43.25
RMSpercenterror 24.68 45.73 63.7380.52 38.12
MSE 35.94 65.37 96.01127.40 62.82
Naive 2
RMS . 8.71 14.7320.88 26.94 17.60




RMS/RMS of Naive1 1.45 1.82 2.13 2.39 2.22
MSE 75.81216.89435.79725.79309.7996 Forecasts with Quarterly Macroeconometric Models
TABLE 3.9 r











Ex Post Forecasts for GNP in Constant Dollars, OBE Model





First Second Third Fourth
NO Constant Adjustments
RMS 4.79 7.52 8.98 8.86 5.86
UM 0.41 16.3525.29 18.57 8.39
US 0.06 3.69 9.55 17.80 2.31
UC 22.48 36.5345.8042.13 23.64
RMS per cent error 0.51 1.17 1.64 1.58 0.69
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.62 0.52 0.43 0.33 0.33
MSE 22.94 56.57 80.6578.50 34.34
GG Constant Adjustments
RMS 4.40 6.23 7.96 8.37 5.44
UM 1.23 0.97 3.86 1.58 0.21
US 0.35 1.80 10.37 22.17 3.68
UC 17.81 36.0449.19 46.37 25.65
RMSpercenterror 0.43 0.82 1.32 1,45 0.61
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.57 0.43 0.38 0.31 0.30
MSE 19.38 38.81 63.43 70.12 29.54
AR Constant Adjustments
RMS 4.43 7.62 10.54 12.50 8.08
UM . 0.04 1.02 2.83 3.12 1.77
US 0.06 1.56 10.02 37.31 13.93
UC 19.54 55.51 98.31115.92 49.53
RMSpercenterror 0.43 1.23 2.33 3.25 1.33
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.57 0.52 0.51 0.46 0.45











RMS per cent error
RMS/RMS of Naive 1
MSE















.23 7.96 8.37 5.44
.97 3.86 1.58 0.21
.80 10.3722.17 3.68
.04 49.1946.37 25.65
82 1.32 1.45 0.61
.43 0.38 0.31 0.30
81 63,43 70.12 29.54
Constant Adjustments
62 10.54 12.50 8.08
02 2.83 3,12 1.77
56 10.02 37.31 13.93
51 98.31115.92 49.53
23 2.33 3.25 1.33












RMS per cent error





First Second Third Fourth
Naive I
7.78 14.58 20.74 27.11 17.84
45.65174.59378.02666.83282.69
1.97 3.49 1.70 0.12 0.60
12.85 34.59 50.61 67.86 35.01
1.38 4.70 9.24 15.50 6.62
60.47212.68430.34734.82318.31
Naive 2
4.00 8.33 12.67 19.30 11.05
0.26 3.29 13.85 32.31 8.29
0.03 0.27 1.06 5.67 0.62
15.69 65.78145.69334.35113.20
0.36 1.53 3.46 7.93 2.55
0.51 0.57 0.61 0.71 0.62
15.99 69.34160.59372.33122.11
iry preceding this section.
oeconometriC Models Sample Period Simulations and Mechanical Ex Post Forecasts97
TABLE 3.9 (Concluded)









RMS 0.23 0.34 0.51 0.60 0.34
UM 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.15 0.03
US 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00
UC 0.05 0.09 0.16 0.18 0.08
RMSpercenterror 42.97 97.01218.31294.69 89.70
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 1.51 1.38 1.88 1.95 1.49
MSE 0.06 0.12 0.26 0.36 0.11
GG Constant Adjustments
RMS 0.21 0.34 0.49 0.57 0.36
UM 0.00 0,02 0.06 0.09 0.02
US 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00
UC 0.04 0.10 0.16 0.20 0.10
RMSpercenterror 35.23 96.52199.11267.23100.00
RMS/RM$ of Naive 1 1.36 1.39 1.80 1.86 1.58
MSE 0.04 0.12 0.24 0.32 0.13
AR Constant Adjustments
RMS 0.29 0.44 0.40 0.48 0.32
UM 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.02
US . 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.01
UC 0.06 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.07
RMSpercenterror 68.79157.54130.48186.12 78.40
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 1.84 1.79 1.48 1.56 1.40
MSE 0.08 0.20 0.16 0.23 0.10
Ex Post Forecasts for the Unemployment Rate. OBE Model












RMS per cent error
RMS/RMS of Naive 1
M SE
1)
NOTE: For definition of symbols, see glossary preceding this section,oeconometriC Models Sample Period Simulations and Mechanical Ex Post Forecasts99












.38 1.88 1.95 1.49
112 0.26 0.36 0.11
Constant Adjustments
134 0,49 0.57 0.36
.02 0.06 0.09 0.02
.00 0.01 0.03 0.00
10 0.16 0.20 0.10
52199.11267.23100.00
39 1.80 1.86 1.58











RMS per cent error








0.16 0.25 0.27 0.31 0.23
0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.03
16.41 42.88 53.87 68.83 38.50
0.02 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.05
Naive 2
0.16 0.34 0.47 0.58 0.35
0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.00
0.00 0.03 0.08 0.14 0.05
0.02 0.08 0.13 0.18 0.07
19.17 85.74162.77252.09 93.92
1.04 1.36 1.74 1.91 1.55
0.03 0.11 0.23 0.34 0.12
Constant Adjustments
44 0.40 0.48 0,32
00 0.03 0.06 0.02
06 0.01 0.03 0.01
14 0.13 0.14 0.07
54130.48186.12 78.40














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sample Period Simulations an
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Sample Period Simulations and Mechanical Ex Post Forecasts 103
TABLE 3.12
Sample Period Simulations for GNP in Current Dollars, Wharton-EFU Model





































6.75 8.20 7.70 8.176.20 5.11 5.70
0.50 0.81 0.180.20 1.67 2.11
0.23 0.60 0.00 0.47 0.55 0.91
44.8065.8359.1166.08 23.3929.47
1.47 1.77 1.67 1.78 1.11 1.23


























104 Forecasts with Quarterly Macroeconometric Models Sample Period Simulations and






RMS per cent error







AMS per cent error
RMS/RMS of Naive 1
MSE
E MSE of components
TABLE 3.12 (Concluded)
TABI












RMS 6.879.29 9.9211.078.41 5.15 6.17
UM 2.83 5.70 4.235.02 1.91 3.46
US 1.040.77 0.49 1.47 0.130.04
UC 43.4479.8393.69 116.05 24.4834.57
RMSpercenterror 1.492.03 2.182.44 1.12 1.34
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.84 0.61 0.450.390.470.63 0.41
MSE 47.2086.3098.41122.5470.7326.5238.07
MSEofcomponents28.1849.0655.4068.5738.3016.6124.15
MSE of comp. 17.2131.3645.4757.51 11.6617.87
RMS
AR Constant Adjustments and ROS Coefficients
5.26 8.2210.0011.798.30
UM 1.33 5.27 7.4010.70
US 0.220.14 0.200.69
UC 26.1262.1692.40 127.61
RMS per cent error 1.14 1.80 2.192.58







































































Sample Period Simulations for Consumption in Current Dollars. Wharton-EFU Model












RMS per cent error













0.280.240.55 1.25 0.01 0.01
0.000.040.000.00 0.11 0.33
15.2418.4716.5916.56 8.17 9.21
1.32 1.44 1.37 1.39 0.95 1.02
0.87 0.500.330.260.33 0.640.36
15.5218.7517.1417,8111.90 8.299.55













y preceding this section.










RMS 4.17 4.97 5.38 5.814.58 2.96 3.34
UM 1.27 1.51 1.39 1.65 0.800.93
US 0.61 0,370.37 0.74 0.100.00
UC 15.5122.8227.1831.36 7.8610.22
RMSpercenterror 1.42 1.68 1.82 1.98 1.01 1.12
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.92 0.580.43 0.350.44 0.65 0.39
MSE 17.3924.7028.9433.7620.98 8.7611.15
8.2212.3527.9534.0210.45 5.157.64
AR Constant Adjustments and ROS Coefficients
RMS 3.50 4.475.36 6.214.57
UM 1.21 1.862.47 3.20
uS 0.48 0.200.29 0.58
uC 10.5617.9225.9734.78
RMSpercenterror 1.19 1.50 1.79 2.07




RMSof Naive 1 4.54 8.6412.6316.5410.30
RMSofNaive2 3.00 5.17 8.0410.435.63
NOTE: For definition of symbols, see glossary preceding this section.
Sample Period Simulations
TAB

















AMS per cent error 4.57 6.6
RMS/RMSOf Naive1 0.33 0.7
MSE 8.8219.1
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TABLE 3.14
Sample Period Simulations for Investment in Current Dollars, Wharton-EFU Model






































RMS/RMS of Naive 1
MSE
NO Constant Adjustments
3.72 4.804.48 4.923.54 3.11 3.56
1.40 1.91 1.35 0.41 1.85 2.46
0.61 1.11 1.06 0.73 0.62 1.20
11.8320.0217.6623.07 7.20 9.01























































RMS 3.17 4.794.93 5.674.00 2.65 3.39
UM 0.43 1.74 1.02 1.29 0.32 1.02
US 0.01 0.00 0.29 0.32 0.01 0.03
UC 9.6121.2022.9930.54 6.6910.44
RMSpercenterror 4.67 7.137.43 8.41 3.83 5.01




AR Constant Adjustments and ROS Coefficients
2.444.074.68 5.533.66
UM 0.00 0.81 1.14 1.86
US 0.21 0.31.0.61 0.55
UC 5.7415.4420.1528.17
RMSpercenterror 3.596.12 7.098.19











RMS per cent error
RMS/RMS of Naive 1
MSE
RMS per cent error
RMS/RMS of Naive 1
MSE
NOTE: For definition of symbols, see glossary preceding this section.








.93 5.674,00 2.65 3.39
.02 1.29 0.32 1.02
0.32 0.01 0.03
.9930.54 6.6910.44
.43 8.41 3.83 5.01
.600.580.61 0.650.53
32.1516.00 7.0211.49













Issary preceding this section.
TABLE 3.15
Sample Period Simulations for GNP in Constant Dollars. Wharton-EFU Model












RMS per cent error






RMS per cent error




0.000.00 0.34 2.25 0.240.16
0.25 0.62 2.74 5.86 0.020.30
42.3956.2353.9272.17 23.7426.58
1.41 1.64 1.66 2.00 1.05 1.19
0.98 0.62 0.440.420.45 0.73 0.43
42.6456.8557.0080.2838.0724.0027.04
GG Constant Adjustments
6.13 7.79 7.89 8.846.54
0.69 0.36 0.11 0.78
0.56 0.18 0.44 1.89
36.3360.1461.7075.48
1.18 1.69 1.73 1.95














8.07Sample Period Simulations a
TA









RMS per cent error 29.8429.6







RMS/RMS of Naive 1 2.71 1.41
MSE 1.18



























7.069.18 9.7411.278.46 5.51 6.49
4.446.74 4.46 4.83 3.31 4.55
2.642.53 2.09 3.56 1.000.76
42.7675.0088.32 118,62 20.0536.81
1.54 2.03 2.16 2.51 1.21 1.44
1.060.75 0.570.530.61 0.830.53
49.8484.2794.87 127.0171.5730.3642.12





1.21 1,85 2:22 2.62





















Sample Period Simulations for the Unemployment Rate. Wharton-EFU Model





































RMS/RMS of Naive 1
MSE
NO Constant Adjustments
1.39 1.45 1.401.57 1.21 1.25 1.20
0.430.490.620.85 0.380.43
0.320.23 0.070.05 0.28 0.12
1.18 1.38 1.271.56 0.900.89
29.8429.6729.0932.18 26.9224.09
2.77 1.60 1.15 1.11 1.27 2.48 1.32
1.932.10 1.962.46 1.56 1.44
GG Constant Adjustments
1.09 1.32 1.331.45 1.09
0.080.140.170.31
0.06 0.11 0.080.08
1.04 1.49 1.52 1.71
23.8126.3826.44 38.39
2.71 1.46 1.101.02 1.15
1.18 1.74 1.772.10 1.19


























1,16 1.54 1.61 1.71 1.34 1.01 1.22
0.080.130.080.07 0.06 0.09
0.020.120.180.28 0.00
1.24 2.12 2.332.57 0.96 1.39
25.7231.0430.4931.14 23.5126.45
2.29 1.69 1.321.21 1.41 2.01 1.35
1.34 2.372.592.92 1.02 1.49
AR Constant Adjustments and ROS Coefficients





1.94 1.58 1.39 1.31 1.44
0.96 2.042.863.42
Naive Mode/s
0.50 0.91 1.22 1.41 0.95
0.45 1.07 1.802.54 1.62
NOTE: For definition of symbols. see glossary preceding this section.
L
Sample Period Simulations an
TABL








RMS per cent error 2.74 3.01








RMS per cent error 1.47 2.
RMS/RMSOf Navel 0.73 0
138.53261
E MSE of components1 52.33
MSE of comp. 92.43154oecoflometriC Models
cluded)
Sample Period Simulations and Mechanical Ex Post Forecasts 113
TABLE 3.17
Ex Post Forecasts for GNP in Current Dollars, Wharton-EFU Model
























































UM 396.53470.57 168.2181.05 570.54 756.23
US 31.6731.45 9.510.00 31.0737.27
UC 44.4391.39 129.23 157.34 19.8934.79
RMSpercenterror 2.74 3.06 2.18 1.94 3.183.65
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 1.35 0.770.37 0.25 0.39 1.55 0.91
MSE 472.63
MSE of components 441.37
593.41 306.95 238.39 222.90
545.80 357.35 324.39 264.78
621.50 828.29
549.89 706.23




US 7.8412.26 7,81 0.50
UC 35.0170.52 114.19 146.45
RMS per cent error 1.47 2.02 1.97 1.86
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.73 0.51 0.330.240.28
MSE 138.53261.47 248.06 218.74 112.78
MSE of components152.33274.98 287.63 286.06 152.69
MSE of comp. 92.43154.20 161.52 166.2393.10
ry preceding this section.
(Continued)114 Forecasts with Quarterly Macroeconometric Models r Sample Period Simulations an
TAI








RMS per cent error





RMS per cent error 1.59 2.1

















US 1.19 7.1117.6731.80 0.474.70
UC 42.0496.90 174.36 225.58 23.6924.75
RMSpercenterror 1,04 1.49 1.91 2.15 0.89 1.00
RMS/RMS of Naive 10.51 0.38 0.330.28 0.28 0.430.26






AR Constant Adjustments and ROS Coefficients
6.8011.5614.8417.4810.72
UM 26.5958.0067.8364.16
us 0.97 5.08 8.3712.53
UC 18.6870.55 144.02 228.86
RMS per cent error 0.88 1.46 1.87 2.20
RMS/RMS of Naive 1 0.42 0.370.32 0.280.28
MSE 46.24133.63 220.22 305.55 114.92
E MSE of components40.1080.09 128.67 183.5680.58




















NOTE: For definition of symbols. see glossary preceding this section.









Ex Post Forecasts for Consumption in Current Dollars, Wharton-EFU Model























































160.88 159.48 105.0291.54 273.81 302.35
28.7525.2818.6610.01 29.2029.44
21.7831.3341.4447.78 10.9914.54
2.89 2.91 2.532.40 3.583.75
1.520.800.470.34 0.48 1.85 1.01
211.41 216.09 165.12 149.33 112.99 314.00 346.33







0.84 0.57 0.41 0.300.34
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AMS 5.61 7.48 9.8111.356.90 4.85 6.09
UM 8.1520.4230.7041.61 8.8020.62
US 2.08 9.2917.9029.11 1.58 7.79
UC 21.2426.2447.6458.10 13.14 8.68
RMS per cent error 1.14 1.47 1.93 2.22 ,0.99 1.19
0.59 0.41 0.36 0.32 0.31 0.51 0.33 RMS/RMS of Naive 1
MSE 31.4755.9596.24 128.8247.6123.5237.09
17.8327.7746.8162.9925.7714.6520.45
AR Constant Adjustments and ROS Coefficients
RMS 5.597.69 9.5411:006.84
UM 7.6615.7520.3824.91
US 1.31 4.32 6.17 8.41
UC 12.4814.4022.4429.43
RMSpercenterror 1.14 1.53 1.89 2.17










RMS per cent error







RMS per cent error
RMS/RMS of Naive 1
MSE















































Ex Post Forecasts for Investment in Current Dollars. Wharton-EFU Model


















RMS per cent error






RMS per cent error








2.25 2.12 1.19 0.93 1.382.27 2.24





2.15 4.58 3.46 1.12
11.4025.8040.9756.21
7.08 9.77 9.308.82
1.36 1.46 1.12 0.93 1.07






















118 Forecasts with Quarterly Macroeconometric Models
TABLE 3.19 (Concluded)
Sample Period Simulation:
























•RMS per cent error






4.80 6.83 8.31 9.59 5.384.60 4.92
8.539.19 8.56 6.62 7.85 7.97
0.11 0.33 0.070.00 0.000.53
14.4037.1360.4385.35 13.3115.71




AR Constant Adjustments and ROS Coefficients















RMS per cent error
RMS/AMS of Naive 1
MSE
RMS per cent error
RMS/RMS of Naive 1
MSE










Sample Period Simulations and Mechanical Ex Post Forecasts 119
TABLE 3.20
Ex Post Forecasts for GNP in Constant Dollars, Wharton—EFU Model
























237.35 157.035.567.93 368.98 310.00
7.420.0010.7645.92 9.14 1.73
40.5079.82 107.33 130.57 19.4833.49
2.522.30 1.672.03 2.99 2.79
1.86 0.88 0.430.41 0.42 2.20 1.07























































120 Forecasts with Quarterly Macroeconometric Models
TABLE 3.20 (Concluded)
Sample Period Simulations















RMS per cent error













6.839.8312.6514.18 8.75 5.57 6.22
11.6613.43 7.041.00 11.7912.42
0.37 0.58 1.603.02 0.43 0.23
34.6282.62 151.38 197.05 18.8026.04
1.03 1.47 1.892.12 0.85 0.93
0.75 0.560.490.43 0.41 0.61 0.36
46.6596.63 160.02 201.0776.5631.0238.69

















RMS per cent error
RMS/RMS of Naive 1
MSE
L
NOTE; For definition of symbols, see glossary preceding this section.
RMS per cent error
RMSJRMS of Naive 1





































Ex Post Forecasts for the Unemployment Rate. Wharton-EFU Model






















RMS/RMS of Naive 1
MSE
NO Constant Adjustments
1.76 1.56 2,182.40 1.76 1.63 1.27
1.39 1.07 3.624.97 1.05 0.51
1.66 1.32 1.050.70 1.54 1.07
0.050.04 0.080.09 0.070.03
46.7841.0558.4564.28 43.3833.28
9.59 5.06 5.284.56 5.03 8.894.16
3.10 2.43 4.755.76 3.10 2.66 1.61
GG Constant Adjustments





4.85 2.83 2.372.24 2.51


























































1.04 1.13 1.151.01 1.020.940.88
0.240.10 0.070.07 0.25 0.11
0.63 0.96 1.000.70 0.480.54
0.21 0.220.250.25 0.15 0.12
26.9429.0729.80 26.67 24.1622.25
5.693.64 2.781.92 2.91 5.142.83
1.08 1.28 1.321.02 1.040.88 0.77
AR Constant Adjustments and ROS Coefficients








0.18 0.31 0.410.53 0.35
0.19 0.38 0.510.63 0.35

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































U) C')0) N C') 0 (NC')(0 C')'- (0 0)
(N
C')U)(0 '5'00- (0 0000
Sample Period Simulations and Mec
TABLE 3.
Breakdown of GNP58 Mean Squ















































































1st Q '65—4th Q '68
1st Q '53—4th Q '64













See equation 3.15. Col. (1)term 1;






-. Cl r4 Cl CD
(C) ClClC•.J c3 N Cl
Sample Period Simulations and Mechanical Ex Post Forecasts131
TABLE 3.25




































































M2 EffectEffect Effect Other Total MSE
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
NO Constant Adjustment. 1st 0 '53-4th 0 '64
Standard Versiona 111.2 —0.4 —0.2) 42.6
Anticipations Versionb 3 (10.0 —2.2 0.1) =24.0
No Constant Adjustment, 1st 0 '65—4th 0 '68
Standard Versiona 4 (82.2 —68.6 57.7)= 285.3
Anticipations Versionb 3 (86.0 —66.4 113.0)= 397.6
AR Constant Adjustment, 1st 0 '53-4th Q '64
Standard Versiona 4 (9.3 —0.1 3.2) 49.8
Anticipations Versionb 3 [8.6 —1.4 2.7) =30.4
ROS 2 (9.8 3.4 1.0) =28.5
AR Constant Adjustment. 1st 0 '65—4th 0 '68
Standard Versiona 4 (29.1 —15.3 —2.0) =46.7
Anticipations Version5 3 126.9 —16.9 —0.31 =31.0
ROS 2 (28.8 —12.4 —1.0) =30.8
Gain from Standard to Anticipations Version_NOc
lstQ53—4thQ'64 10.7 3.6 5.4 —0.9 18.6
1st Q 65—4th Q '68 71.3 — 11.4 —6.6 — 165.9 — 112.3
Gain from Standard to Anticipations Version_ARC
lstQ'53—4thQ'64 12.4 2.1 3.9 1.5 19.4
lstQ65—4thQ'68 11.8 6.6 4.8 —7.2 15.7
Gain from Standard (TSLS) to Standard ROS Version_ARC
lstQ53—4thQ'64 24.9 —1.0 —7.0 4.4 21.3
























a See equation 3.12.
See equation 3.14.
See equation 3.15. Col. (1)









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































,134 Forecasts with Quarterly M acroecono metric Models
TABLE 3.27
Sum of SEAs in Period t Multiplied by SERs in Period t + 1for GNP58 Components
Product, Cross Product Total


































8 The AR adjustment for1is also used for 2 to conform with the forecasting
procedure.
Part 2
FORECASTS
DECOM